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Truly Wireless Audio Streaming 

Advanced Bluetooth connectivity and high fidelity audio 

components create a superior listening experience 

Here One™ is the first all-in-one, truly wireless listening system. With two smart earbuds and a connected app, you can stream 

music, take phone calls, reduce unwanted noise, amplify speech, access Siri and Google Assistant, and more. Selectively choose 

what you want to hear and remove what you don’t using Smart Noise Cancellation. 

Everything else is just a headphone.

HERE ONE SMART EAR BUDS  
TRULY WIRELESS  LISTENING SYSTEM
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Here One is the first truly wireless listening system. With two smart buds and a connected app, you can stream music, take 

phone calls, use voice commands, and control real-world sound. Utilizing proprietary TruEQ™ technology, Here allows you 

to enhance the sounds you want to hear and remove unwanted noise. Focus on a conversation in a crowded restaurant, 

reduce the roar of an airplane engine, or suppress distracting office chatter. 

Truly Wireless Music Streaming

Advanced bluetooth connectivity and high fidelity audio  

components create a superior wireless listening experience
 

Layered Listening 

Control how much or how little real world sound  

passes through while listening to music

Volume Control & Live EQ

Gradually increase or decrease real world sound and  

customizes listening experience in real time with a  

5 Band Equalizer

Human Speech Amplification

Tune in and amplify human speech for easier  

conversations even in loud or difficult environments

Smart Noise Filters

Control what you want to hear with preset noise filters that let 

you suppress specific noises (airplane, subway, city) and ambi-

ent sounds (restaurant, office, etc)

Ture Wireless Phone Calls

Multiple built-in omni-directional microphones ensure crystal 

clear phone calls

Active Noise Cancellation

Unique noise suppressing design and materials create  

a passive noise attenuation of more than 80%

Ergonomic Easy Fit design

The ear bud is designed so its main weight rests inside your ear 

and doesn’t become a strain for your sensitive ear canal - this 

affords comfort for long periods of wearing Here One.
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REAL WORLD SOUND CONTROL MUSIC STREAMING PHONE CALLS

Real-World Volume Control 

Dynamically increase or decrease the volume of real-world 

sound

Layered Listening 

Control the volume of streamed audio and ambient sound 

simultaneously to find the perfect mix

Wireless Phone Calls & Voice Commands 

Multiple built-in omni-directional microphones ensure clear 

phone calls and access to your favorite smart assistant

Remix Your World 

Transform live experiences with Real-World Volume Control, 

Live EQ, and sound effects

Smart Noise Filters 

Selectively filter out specific noises like an airplane engine, 

office chatter, a siren, and more

Human Speech Amplification 

Amplify speech to tune into every word at a crowded 

restaurant or party 

Personalized For You 

Here One learns your preferences and provides suggestions 

based on your environment


